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Cuboid equivalent consumption minimization strategy for energy 
management of multi-mode plug-in hybrid vehicles considering diverse 
time scale objectives 

Cetengfei Zhang a, Quan Zhou a,*, Min Hua a, Hongming Xu a, Mike Bassett b, Fanggang Zhang a 

a Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Birmingham, Birmingham B15 2TT, UK 
b MAHLE Powertrain Ltd, Northampton, NN5 5TZ, UK   

H I G H L I G H T S  

• A cuboid equivalent consumption minimization strategy is proposed for PHEV 
• Diverse time scale control objectives are incorporated into a new Hamilton matrix 
• Pareto analysis is conducted to extract the optimal control settings 
• 8.4% fuel and 10.4% battery capacity loss can be saved by the proposed method  

A R T I C L E  I N F O   
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A B S T R A C T   

As a result of global actions for decarbonization, the rapid development of electrified vehicles (EV), including 
plug-in hybrid vehicles (PHEV) leads to increasing demands for maximizing battery useful life since recycling EV 
batteries would bring new environmental issues. PHEVs can have a higher fuel economy while maintaining the 
battery state-of-charge (SoC) through the equivalent consumption minimization strategy (ECMS); however, it is 
still a great challenge to maximize battery life through PHEV control since it is hard to balance diverse time scale 
control objectives (fuel economy, SoC control and the battery life). To this end, this paper proposes a Cuboid 
Equivalent Consumption Minimization Strategy (C-ECMS) for multimode PHEVs. A new concept of the 
“Hamiltonian matrix” is introduced by adding an additional control degree-of-freedom to the conventional 
Hamiltonian vector to enable optimal dual motor control in the multi-mode PHEVs. Then, an aging factor (AF) is 
introduced in associated with the equivalent factor (EF) to generate three Hamiltonian matrices that establish a 
cuboid knowledge base for the optimal control considering diverse time scale objectives. Experiments under five 
different driving cycles are conducted to study 1) the impact of Hamiltonian matrix dimensions on SoC control 
accuracy and 2) the impact of EF and AF settings on the Pareto Frontier considering fuel economy, SoC accuracy, 
and battery aging. The unified setting for C-ECMS is obtained based on the experimental study, and the result is 
demonstrated by a comparison study with the rule-based strategy and the standard ECMS implemented in the 
same PHEV. The results show that the proposed C-ECMS outperforms the standard ECMS control and achieves 
more accurate SoC sustaining (0.4% of SoC error), less fuel consumption (8.4% improvement), and less battery 
capacity loss (10.4% improvement).   

1. Introduction 

Electrified vehicles (EVs), including plug-in hybrid vehicles (PHEVs), 
are the key to decarbonization in the transport sector [1,2]. The energy 
management system (EMS) of PHEV is fatal to improve the vehicle’s 

energy efficiency while maintaining the power units working in good 
conditions. Generally, the control functionalities of EMS are developed 
through rule-based methods (e.g., fuzzy logic [3]) or optimization-based 
methods [4,5]. Dynamic programming, genetic algorithm, and particle 
swarm optimization (PSO) [6,7] are developed for offline optimization 
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of EMS. Online optimization methods, e.g., the equivalent consumption 
minimization strategy (ECMS) [4] and reinforcement learning [8], make 
PHEV more adaptive to real-world driving compared to the offline 
methods and are thus being widely studied. 

Compared to RL, ECMS has relevant higher technical readiness and 
thus is under development by many automotive OEMs. During a driving 
process, the ECMS aims to minimize fuel and electrical power con-
sumption simultaneously [9,10]. It dedicates the global optimization 
problem to a number of instant local optimization subproblems so that 
the PHEV can obtain the best control performance in the real-time 
control [11]. Because it does not need intricate training conditions, 
this technique is more computationally efficient than systems based on 
RL. The equivalent factor (EF), a weighting component in the Hamil-
tonian function that balances fuel and electricity use in the ECMS, 
substantially impacts the EMS’s performance [12]. The value of EF will 
directly decide if the vehicle prefers thermal power (fuel consumption) 
and electrical power during the real-time driving process [13,14]. 
Generally, the decisive factors influencing EF adaption are road-related 
parameters (e.g., traffic conditions and terrain conditions [15–17]) and 
vehicle-related parameters (e.g., instant engine fuel consumption, bat-
tery states [18–20]). 

Since the rapid increase in EV sales nowadays would lead to envi-
ronmental issues when recycling the used EV batteries, maximizing the 
battery’s useful life is becoming an essential task in the energy man-
agement control of EVs [21–23]. To evaluate battery degradation, bat-
tery state of health (SoH) is usually observed by monitoring battery 
impedance and capacity variation in the lab. Since it is impossible to 
measure the battery impedance in real-world driving, the battery ca-
pacity loss is usually estimated through the first principle modeling 
methods or data-driven methods [24] [25]. 

In the first principle model, the battery degradation is modeled based 
on internal electrochemical reactions with coupled multi-physics phe-
nomena [26]. There are several software tools, e.g., COMSOL [27], that 
can simulate battery performance offline, but it is hard to implement 
these models for real-time control due to their high demands for 
computing resources [28,29]. The data-driven models are more 
computationally efficient in online control but require massive data-
bases to train and validate the learning models [30,31]. In addition, it is 
hard to guarantee the robustness of the models since it is hard to 
consider all real-world scenarios in the R&D process [32,33]. Hence, 
there is a trend to develop battery degradation models by incorporating 
equivalent circuit models with empirical functions [34,35]. Wang et al. 
proposed an empirical degradation model considering C-rate, Ah- 
throughput, and battery temperature [36]. The model has been cali-
brated for many different applications including hybrid vehicles 
[37,38]. Therefore, this paper develops the battery model by incorpo-
rating Wang’s empirical model into a 2RC equivalent circuit model, and 
the model parameters are calibrated with the data provided in [39] [40]. 

Since recycling batteries of electrified vehicles (EVs) would bring 
additional environmental problems, it is necessary to maximize battery 
usable battery life for EVs including PHEVs. Upgrading the standard 
ECMS with the capability to minimize battery degradation is an 
emerging topic in PHEV energy management [12]. There are several 
attends to introduce battery aging models in the ECMS for single-mode 
PHEVs, e.g., series PHEVs [16] and parallel PHEVs [19,41]. Liang et al. 
proposed a battery degradation considered ECMS based on a lookup 
table to control a multimode PHEV, but additional empirical rules are 
implemented to control the engine’s working mode [42]. Sarvaiya et al. 
developed an ECMS based on the battery aging empirical equations for a 
parallel HEV [43]. Suri et al. developed the ECMS considering a battery 
severity map for a series HEV [35]. The main difference between single- 
mode PHEV and multi-mode PHEV is that the multi-mode PHEV has a 
coupling device, e.g., a clutch or a planetary gearset, to allow the PHEV 
to work in pure EV mode, series hybrid mode, or parallel mode. This 
allows more degree of freedom for power split for better fuel economy 
but brings challenges for designing ECMS because it needs to coordinate 

more control variables for optimal control. 
In addition, multimode PHEV is more adaptive to real-world driving 

through mode switching, the multimode PHEV has tremendous poten-
tial for energy saving compared with the single-mode ones. However, 
the standard ECMS cannot be directly implemented for multiple mode 
energy management of the PHEV since the impact of the two motors on 
battery states cannot be fully considered in the conventional Hamilto-
nian function [8] [9]. Because battery aging is a long-term cumulative 
process and the EMS needs to balance the optimization objectives with 
various time scales, developing ECMS for multimode PHEVs is more 
complex [35]. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, research is rarely 
done on ECMS considering multiple power sources based on diverse 
time scales. 

To overcome the limitations of the existing ECMSs, this paper pro-
poses a new Cuboid Equivalent Consumption Minimization Strategy (C- 
ECMS) for the multimode PHEV with two main contributions: 1) a new 
concept of “Hamiltonian matrix” is introduced by adding an additional 
control degree of freedom to the conventional Hamiltonian vector to 
enable optimal control of two motors in the multi-mode PHEVs; 2) an 
aging factor (AF) is introduced in associated with the equivalent factor 
(EF) to generate three Hamiltonian matrices that establish a cuboid 
knowledge base for the optimal control considering diverse time scale 
objectives. The unified setting for EF and AF is attained through a Pareto 
analysis of the impact of the EF and AF values on the vehicle energy 
efficiency, SoC control accuracy, and battery capacity loss. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 develops the 
models of the PHEV powertrain and the battery, and the optimization 
problem is formulated mathematically in Section 3. The C-ECMS is 
proposed in Section 4, and the results of the parametric study and the 
comparison study are presented in Section 5. Section 6 summarizes the 
conclusion. 

2. PHEV powertrain and battery systems 

This section introduces the specifications of the studied PHEV, where 
its powertrain architecture, key modeling parameters, and battery 
degradation are presented. The digital model of the powertrain and 
baseline strategies are sourced from MAHLE company in a format of 
MATLAB/Simulink, and it has been validated for practical usage. 

2.1. Multi-mode PHEV powertrain 

The architecture of the multi-mode PHEV powertrain is shown in 
Fig. 1. The main power units of this powertrain include a 70 kW internal 
combustion engine (ICE), two motor/generators (MG1 with a nominal 
power of 21 kW and MG2 with a nominal power of 135 kW) with in-
tegrated gearboxes, and a 20kWh battery. The dash green line illustrates 
the electric links, and the solid blue lines are mechanical links in the 
powertrain. At each instant time, the power requirement of the PHEV, 
Preq, and torque requirement of the PHEV, Treq, are 

Fig. 1. The architecture of the PHEV  
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Preq = Ftot • v =

(

ma + Cf mg cosθ + mg sinθ +
1
2

ρv2CdA
)

• v

Treq = Ftot • R

⎫
⎪⎬

⎪⎭
(1)  

where Ftot is the total force demand by the vehicle; v is the vehicle speed; 
θ is the angle of the terrain slope; m is the vehicle mass; a is the accel-
eration of the vehicle; Cf is the rolling friction coefficient of the vehicle; g 
is the gravity acceleration; ρ is the air density; Cd is the aerodynamic 
drag coefficient, and A is the front area of the vehicle; Treq is the torque 
requirement at the wheel; R is the tire radius. 

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the multi-model PHEV works in two operating 
modes, i.e., series mode (power flow shown in the blue arrow) and 
parallel mode (power flow shown in the red arrows). The mode switch is 
controlled through the clutch between the gear box and MG1. In the 
series mode, the clutch is disengaged, the MG2 solely drives the pow-
ertrain, and the range extender (ICE+MG1) works depending on the 
battery’s state of charge (SoC). The energy flow of the PHEV in series 
mode yields 

Preq = ηMG2PMG2

Treq = iRD • iR2 • TMG2

PBatt = ηMG1PMG1

PICE = PMG1

ωICE = ωMG1

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎭

(2)  

where PICE, PBatt, PMG2 and PMG1 are powers offered by the engine, 
battery, MG2 and MG1, respectively; ηICE, ηMG2 and ηMG1, are the cor-
responding efficiency of the engine, MG2 and MG1; TMG2 is the torque 
offered by MG2, and this torque is transmitted to the wheels through the 
gearbox integrated with MG2 (with the gear ratio iR2) and the final 
differential (with the gear ratio iRD); ωICE is the rotation speed of the 
engine, which is always the same as the rotation speed of MG1 (ωMG1). 

In the parallel mode, the ICE can provide part of the driving torque 
through the engaged clutch as compensation for the MG2. The energy 
flow of the PHEV in parallel mode yields 

Preq = ηMG2PMG2 + (ηICEPICE − PMG1)

Treq = iRD • iR2 • TMG2 + iR1 • (TICE − TMG1)

PBatt = ηMG1PMG1

ωICE = ωMG1

⎫
⎪⎬

⎪⎭
(3)  

where ηICE is the engine efficiency; TICE and TMG1 are the torque outputs 
of the engine and MG1 respectively; iR1 is the transmission ratio of the 
gearbox to MG1. 

A backward model is built in MATLAB/Simulink to simulate the 
power flow of the PHEV. The key parameters used for modeling are 
listed in Table 1. 

2.2. Battery equivalent circuit model and degradation model 

To emulate the internal dynamics that affect battery aging, this paper 
builds a 2RC equivalent circuit battery model in MATLAB/Simulink as 
shown in Fig. 2. 

The 2RC model determines battery current, Ibatt, at every sampling 
time based on the powertrain power requirement, PbattAnd the available 
battery voltage, Ut [44,45]. The governing equations of the 2RC model 
yields 

Uo = IBattRo

Us =
IBatt

Cs
−

Us

RsCs

Ul =
IBatt

Cl
−

Ul

RlCl

Ut = UOCV − Us − Ul − Uo

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(4)  

where Uo is the voltage drop caused by the Ohmic resistance; Ro is the 
battery Ohmic resistance; Us represents the voltage drop in the charging 
transfer process; Cs and Rs are the short-term equivalent capacitance and 
resistance, respectively; Ul is the voltage indicating the battery diffusion 
process; Cl and Rl are long-term equivalent capacitance and equivalent 
resistance, respectively; and UOCV is the open circle voltage, which is a 
function of the battery state of charge (SoC). The state-of-charge for the 
battery at the t-th time is calculated as. 

SoC(t) = SoC(t0) −

∫ t
t0

IBatt dt
Cbatt(t)

(5)  

where SoC(t0) denotes the initial SoC; Cbatt(t) denotes the battery’s ca-
pacity; and IBatt is the battery’s current calculated from Eq.4. 

Due to the difficulty of directly measuring the internal resistance, 
this paper mainly concentrates on the SoH degradation of the capacity 
loss. When the battery’s capacity drops to a particular value (i.e., 20%), 
the battery is considered the end of life (EOL). From research by Wang 
et al. [36] and Song et al. [46], a semi-empirical model, with consid-
eration of time, depth of charge (DoD), temperature and discharge rate, 
can be formulated mathematically as. 

QLoss = Ae
−

(
Ea+B•CRate

Rg Tbatt

)

Ah
z (6)  

where QLoss is the capacity loss of battery; A is a pre-exponential factor; 
Ea is the activation energy; Rg is the gas constant; Tbatt is the battery’s 
absolute temperature; CRate is the C-rate of discharging; B is the 
compensation factor for the C-rate; A = 0.0032, Ea = 15162, B = 1516, 
and z = 0.824 are calibrated in work conducted by Song et al. [47,48]; 
Ah is the Ah-throughput; z is the power-law factor. This empirical model 
will later be applied with the battery’s 2RC model to have a real-time 
reaction in the simulation for the PHEV. 

The Ah-throughput, Ah, and the C-rate, CRate, can be calculated by. 

Table 1 
Specifications of the powertrain.  

Component parameters Values 

Vehicle mass (m) 1700 kg 
Tire rolling radius (R) 0.337 m 
Rolling resistant coefficient (Cf ) 0.011 
Front Area (A) 2.5 m2 

Aerodynamic drag coefficient (Cd) 0.32 
Engine displacement (D) 1 L 
Battery capacity (Cbatt) 54.3 Ah 
Battery nominal open-circuit-voltage (UOCV) 350 V 
Differential ratio (iRD) 4.14 
Transmission ratio of gearbox-MG1 (iR1) 0.95 
Transmission ratio of gearbox-MG1 (iR2) 3.91  Fig. 2. The 2 RC battery model.  
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Ah =
1

3600

∫ tk+1

tk
|Ibatt|dt

CRate =
Ibatt

Cbatt

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎭

(7)  

where Ah is the Ah-throughput of the current integration of Ibatt during 
the time tk to tk+1. 

3. Energy management problem statement 

The multi-objective optimization problem for the multi-mode PHEV 
considering fuel consumption,QFuel, battery SoC control error, QSoC, and 
battery capacity loss, QLoss(t), is formulated mathematically by 

{PICE(t) ,PMG1(t) ,PMG2(t) } = argmin(QFuel,QSoC,QLoss ), t = 0,…,T

s.t.

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Equantions (1) − (5)

SoCmin ≤ SoC(t) ≤ SoCmax

0 ≤ PICE(t) ≤ PICEmax

0 ≤ PMG1(t) ≤ PMG1max

PMG2min ≤ PMG2(t) ≤ PMG2max

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(8)  

where SoCmin and SoCmax are the lower and upper boundaries of the 
battery SoC level; the power outputs of the engine (PICE(t)), the motor 1 
(PMG1(t)), and the motor 2 (PMG2(t)) are limited by their constraints, and 
QLoss is the battery capacity loss defined by Eq.6. Moreover, the con-
centration is on the charging-sustaining (CS) process for this PHEV since 
it acts as a pure EV in charging-depleting (CD) driving process. Thus, the 
battery SoC of the PHEV at the end of driving is desired as the same as 
the initial value, by this end, energy variations can be indicated only 
based on the fuel consumption. 

The energy consumption over the driving, QFuel, is calculated by 

QFuel =

∫ T

0
ṁICE(TICE(t) ,ωICE(t) ) HLHV dt (9)  

where T is the overall driving time; ṁICE represents the instant fuel flow 
rate at the t – th step, which depends on a fuel mass flow rate map of 
engine speed, ωICE and engine torque TICE; and HLHV represents the lower 
heating value of the fuel, which is usually 43.4 MJ/kg for gasoline [49]. 

The relative SoC error QSoC is defined as 

QSoC =

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
SoCfinal − SoCtarget

SoCtarget

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒ (10)  

where SoCfinal is the SoC level at the end of the driving; and SoCtarget is 
the target SoC level. 

In this paper, SoCtarget is set to 0.3 because it is a widely accepted 
value for PHEV control concerning battery operation safety [40,41]. 

4. Cuboid equivalent consumption minimization strategy 

This section develops the cuboid equivalent consumption minimi-
zation strategy (C-ECMS) based on standard ECMS. First, the mechanism 
of the standard ECMS is introduced in section 4.1. Then, in section 4.2, 
the C-ECMS is proposed by upgrading the conventional Hamiltonian 
vector into a Hamiltonian matrix for optimal control of the multimode 
PHEV, as illustrated in Fig. 3. In section 4.3, the online application of the 
C-ECMS is demonstrated. Based on the battery degradation model 
developed in section 2.2, the aging factor (AF) is introduced to work 
jointly with the equivalent factor (EF) to generate three Hamiltonian 
matrices that form a cuboid knowledge base for energy management of 
the multimode PHEV. 

4.1. The standard ECMS 

The core idea of ECMS is that the electrical energy can be approxi-
mately converted to fuel consumption based on the Hamiltonian func-
tion that is centered around an equivalent factor (EF) [12]. The 
Hamiltonian function value can be calculated by 

H(t) = ṁeqv(t) = ṁICE(t) + ṁBatt(t)

ṁICE(t) =
PICE(t)

ηICE(t) HLHV

ṁBatt(t) =
S

HLHV
PBatt(t)

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(11)  

where ṁeqv(t) is the instant equivalent consumption (EC) of fuel at the 
t-th time step; ṁbatt(t) represents the equivalent fuel consumption from 
the electrical energy; S is the equivalent factor (EF), which needs to be 
calibrated for different driving cycles; and HLHV is the lower heating 
value of the fuel. 

The candidate power offered by the battery can be discretized with 
finite numbers, and a candidate vector with a set of indices, n→ =

[0,1, 2,3…(n − 1) ], is used to generate a vector of battery candidate 
power values as 

P→Batt(t) = PBatt,min(t) + n→×

[
PBatt,max(t) − PBatt,min(t)

]

n
(12)  

where PBatt,min(t) and PBatt,max(t) are the lower and upper limits of the 
battery potential power output at the t-th time, respectively.

Since only a motor is considered in the standard ECMS, the vector of 
the candidate ICE power values, P→ICE, and the vector of candidate MG 
power values, P→MG, can be calculated by 

P→ICE(t) = Preq(t) − P→Batt(t)
P→MG(t) = P→Batt(t)

⎫
⎬

⎭
(13) 

Fig. 3. The architecture of C-ECMS.  
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By incorporating Eqs. 11–13, the Hamiltonian vector can be obtained 
at each instant time as 

H→=
P→ICE

ηICE(t) HLHV
+

S
HLHV

P→Batt • p(SoC) (14)  

where p(SoC) is a penalty function to control the SoC level during the 
control process [11]. Its formulation is expressed as 

p(SoC) = 1 −
(

SoC(t) − SoCtarget

SoCmax − SoCmin

)α

(15)  

where SoC(t) is the SoC level of the battery, SoCmax and SoCmin are the 
operational range limits of the battery during the driving process, 
respectively. In this paper, SoCmax =0.8, SoCmin =0.2 and α =3, which 
are widely accepted values for PHEV control [51]. 

At each sampling time, the ECMS will find an index value, opt ∈ [1, n],
that satisfies 

H→(opt) ≤ H→(j), i ∈ [1, n] (16)  

and will output the values of P→Batt(opt), P→MG(opt), and P→ICE(opt) for 
real-time control. 

4.2. The Hamiltonian matrices for multiple motors 

To enable dual-motor controls in the multimode PHEV, two torque 
candidate vectors are established for MG1 and MG2 by introducing two 
index vectors, n→= [0,1, 2,3,…, n − 1] and m→ = [0,1, 2,3,…,m − 1]⊤, 

T1×n
MG1(t) = TMG1,min(t) + n→×

[
TMG1,max(t) − TMG1,min(t)

]

n

Tm×1
MG2(t) = TMG2,min(t) + m→×

[
TMG2,max(t) − TMG2,min(t)

]

m

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎭

(17)  

where T1×n
MG1(t)and Tm×1

MG2(t) are the torque candidate vectors of the MG1 
and MG2. 

Two power matrices are introduced for the candidate power of MG1 
and MG2 at time t as follows 

Pm×n
MG1(t) =

ωwheel(t)
iR1 • iRD

•

[

1, 1,…, 1
⏟̅̅̅̅̅⏞⏞̅̅̅̅̅ ⏟

]

m

⊤

× T1×n
MG1(t)

Pm×n
MG2(t) =

ωwheel(t)
iR2 • iRD

• Tm×1
MG2(t) ×

[

1, 1,…, 1
⏟̅̅̅̅̅⏞⏞̅̅̅̅̅⏟

]

n

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(18) 

The potential power offered by the battery is calculated by 

Pm×n
Batt (t) = Pm×n

MG1(t)+Pm×n
MG2(t) (19) 

The ICE compensates for the power gap between the instant power 
requirement and the power offered by the battery. Mathematically, it is 
presented as. 

Pm×n
ICE (t) = Preq(t) − Pm×n

Batt (t) (20) 

Based on Eqs. 17–20, the Hamiltonian matrix is formulated as. 

Hm×n
mtx (t) = ṁm×n

eqv (t) =
1

ηICE(t) HLHV
Pm×n

ICE (t) +
S

HLHV
Pm×n

Batt (t) • p(SoC) (21)  

4.3. Cuboid knowledge base for energy management 

Based on Eqs. 5–7, two matrices for battery capacity loss, Qm×n
Loss , and 

the Ah-throughput, Ah
m×n
Batt , can be formulated as. 

Ah
m×n
Batt =

1
3600

∫ tk+1

tk

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
Pm×n

Batt (t)
U(t)

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒dt

Qm×n
Loss = A exp

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝ −

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

Ea + B •
Im×n

Batt (t)
Cbatt

RgTbatt

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠

(
Ah

m×n
Batt

)z

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(22) 

By combining Eq.21 and Eq.22, the cuboid knowledge base, as 
illustrated in Fig. 4 is formulated by the Hamiltonian matrix. 

H(t)=
1

ηICE(t)HLHV
Pm×n

ICE (t)
⏟̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ⏞⏞̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ⏟

ActualconsumptionbyICE

+
S

HLHV
Pm×n

Batt (t)•p(SoC)
⏟̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ⏞⏞̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ⏟

ECbybattery

+γ
δ

U(t) tHLHV
Qm×n

Loss (t − 1,t)
⏟̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅⏞⏞̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅⏟

batterycapacity losspenalty

(23)  

where the first item on the right-hand side is the actual fuel consumption 
by the ICE. The second item is the equivalent fuel consumption by the 
battery. The third item is the penalty of equivalent fuel consumption 
caused by the capacity loss (the capacity loss Ah is transferred into fuel 
flow rate); γ is an aging factor; and δ is a gain factor to unify the 
magnitude of battery capacity loss with the other components. In this 
paper, δ = 106, according to the magnitude of values in the Hamiltonian 
function of C-ECMS. 

For the C-ECMS, a cuboid knowledge base is established by calcu-
lating the total Hamiltonian values based on Eq.23 for different com-
binations of clutch state (determining the operating mode) and the 
power outputs of MG1, MG2, and ICE, as illustrated in Fig. 4. From the 
cuboid knowledge base, an indicator with the minimum EC value can be 
retrieved in each control time step based on the power demand of the 
multi-mode PHEV. With the indicator, the clutch state and the power 
outputs of MG1, MG2, and ICE can be found for real-time control. 

5. Results and discussions 

Experiments under five driving cycles are conducted to study 1) the 
impact of the number of elements in Hamiltonian matrices on SoC 
control accuracy and 2) the impact of EF and AF settings on the Pareto 
Frontier considering fuel economy, SoC accuracy, and battery aging. 
WLTP3, Artemis Urban, Artemis Rural Road, Artemis Motorway 130, 
and RTS95 driving cycles were chosen for the study to over the most 
driving conditions of the PHEV. WLTP3 contains comprehensive driving 
scenarios of PHEVs with low, medium, and high-speed ranges, the 
Artemis series diving cycles can represent the most real-world driving 
conditions with transient speed variations, while the RTS95 cycle rep-
resents the aggressive driving styles. Table 2 summarized the general 
information about the five driving cycles. Based on the experimental 
study, the unified setting for C-ECMS is obtained, and the result is 
validated by a comparison study with the rule-based strategy and the 
standard ECMS implemented in the same PHEV. 

5.1. Impact of number of elements in the Hamiltonian matrices on SoC 
control accuracy 

The number of elements in the Hamiltonian matrices affects the in-
formation stored in the knowledge base for MG1 and MG2 control. 
Theoretically, more information in the Hamiltonian matrix will result in 
more accurate control performance (i.e., less SoC control error) but 
require more computational resources. Thus, the values of n and m that 
determine the size of Hamiltonian matrices need to be set appropriately. 
The values of n and m lies in their critical role in achieving an optimal 
energy distribution between the motors (MG1 and MG2) and the engine 
(ICE) during the control process. By selecting these parameters, we can 
effectively balance the power allocation among the different compo-
nents of the powertrain, leading to improved energy efficiency and 
reduced fuel consumption. To attain the optimal setting of n and m, this 
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paper optimizes the following mathematical problem 

{n,m} = argmin(QSoC)

QSoC =

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
SoCfinal − SoCtarget

SoCtarget

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒× 100%

s.t.n,m ∈ ℤ+

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(24)  

where n and m define the number of elements for power distributions of 
MG1 and MG2, respectively; QSoC is the relative error between the final 
SoC by the end of the driving cycle (SoCfinal) and the target SoC 
(SoCtarget = 0.3, in this paper). 

The relative errors of battery SoC are obtained by different combi-
nations of the number of elements in the Hamiltonian matrices in Fig. 5. 
The colored lines in Fig. 5 are contours representing the SoC error levels 

achieved by different sizes of Hamiltonian matrices that were deter-
mined by n and m. The contour’s display is set with a minimum level of 
5% to distinguish the errors’ distribution. The minimum number of el-
ements in the Hamiltonian matrices is set as 10 since the power dis-
cretization below such a limit is severely harsh for the calculation. The 
maximum number of elements is set as 100 based on the instant power 
matrices calculation limitation in time seconds. Also, in Fig. 5, the 
‘saturation’ represents that when the combination of n and m continues 
to increase along the direction of the arrow (in the white region that is 
not covered by the shadow), the SoC error will no longer decrease 
further. At this stage, the computational accuracy has reached satura-
tion. Fig. 5 indicates that when n = 30 and m = 30, the C-ECMS can 

Fig. 4. The cuboid knowledge base for C-ECMS.  

Table 2 
Information about the driving cycles.  

Driving 
cycles 

Features Single cycle 
duration (s) 

Maximum 
speed (km/ 
h) 

Average 
speed (km/ 
h) 

WLTP3 Urban, suburban, 
rural and highway 
scenarios 

1800 131.3 46.5 

Artemis 
Urban 

Urban scenarios 993 57.3 17.7 

Artemis 
Rural 
Road 

Rural road 
scenarios 

1082 111.1 57.5 

Artemis 
Motorway 
130 

Motorway 
scenarios 

1068 131.4 96.9 

RTS95 aggressive driving 
in urban, rural and 
motorway 
scenarios 

886 134.5 52.5  

Fig. 5. The numerical analysis of power discretization.  
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achieve its best performance in SoC sustaining leading to the minimum 
SoC error of less than 5%. Fig. 5 also highlights that when the values of n 
and m are not selected properly, e.g., in the grey area, the C-ECMS 
cannot guarantee a stable control of battery SoC, i.e., SoC error is higher 
than 10%. 

5.2. Impact of the equivalent factor and the aging factor on control 
performances 

The proposed C-ECMS introduced an additional aging factor (AF) to 
resolve the multi-objective optimization problem in real-time control, 
therefore, the impact of the values of AF and EF factors on the control 
performances are investigated in this section. Firstly, we design an 
orthogonal experiment to generate 5600 sample points for C-ECMS with 
different AF and EF settings, where the AF values are set from 0 to 2 with 
an interval size of 0.025 and the EF values are set from 0.5 to 4 with an 
interval size of 0.05. Then, we implemented the 5600 groups of settings 
into the studied multi-mode PHEV and examined its performance 
(concerning fuel economy, SoC sustaining error, and battery capacity 
loss) under five driving cycles including WLTP3, Artemis-Urban, 
Artemis-Rural Road, Artemis-Motorway 130, and RTS95. Based on the 
5 × 5600 groups of results obtained under the five driving cycles, we 
obtained five Pareto Frontiers (PFs) by applying the principle of Pareto 
domination, which is defined as follows, 

P(Y) = {y′ ∈ Y : {y′′ ∈ Y : y′′ ≻ y′, y′′ = y′ } = ∅ } (25)  

where P(Y) is the solutions on the PF; Y is the feasible set of objective 

functions in ℝ3, such that Y =
{

y = [QFuel,QLoss,QSoC]
T
∈

ℝ3 : [QFuel,QLoss,QSoC]
T
= M (AF,EF,DC)

}
; y′′ ≻ y′ denotes that the 

values of all the elements in the vector y′′ dominate the values of en-
lacements in y′; and M is the PHEV model running with different AF and 
EF values under a given driving condition, DC. 

Five Pareto frontiers (PFs) obtained with different AF and EF values 
under five standard cycles are shown in Fig. 6, where the PFs are visu-
alized in a 3D space and projected into the 2D planes for analysis. Fig. 6 
(b), (c), and (d) present the relationships between any two of the three 
optimization objectives, i.e., the fuel economy, the final SoC error, and 
the battery capacity loss. As shown in Fig. 6 (c), battery capacity loss and 
fuel economy have a clear trade-off relationship, which means when 
more battery capacity loss needs to be reduced the fuel economy needs 
to be sacrificed. According to Fig. 6 (b), for most cases (4 out of studied 5 
driving cycles), the battery capacity loss is not linear correlated to the 
SoC sustain error, which means that we cannot always mitigate the 
battery capacity loss by minimizing the SoC sustaining errors. Fig. 6 (c) 
also shows that the fuel economy and SoC sustaining error has no strong 
correlation. Therefore, the proposed 3D Hamiltonian matrix is necessary 
since we cannot simply incorporate the task for battery capacity loss 

Fig. 6. Pareto frontier in five cycles. (a) PF in 3D space. (b) Projection on Fuel economy-Battery capacity loss coordinates. (c) Projection on SoC error-Battery 
capacity loss coordinates. (d) Projection on SoC error-Fuel economy coordinates. 
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mitigation into neither fuel-saving control nor SoC sustaining control as 
in the previous research [37,43,52]. 

Determining unified settings for EF and AF is important for the 
practice since the settings should be fixed for real-time control that offer 
a high level of robustness. This paper introduced a Pareto method to 
determine the global optimal EF and AF setting based on the Pareto 
Frontiers obtained in Fig. 6. By collecting the respective EF and AF 
values that formulate the Pareto Frontiers in Fig. 7, the unified EF and 
AF settings (EF = 1.40 and AF = 1.30) can be found by choosing the 
nearest neighborhood values of the average EF and AF values (illus-
trated by the two red dash lines in Fig. 7). For the rest of this paper, the 
C-ECMS method with the unified settings is named as C-ECMS-U, where 
the capital letter U represents ‘unified’. 

5.3. Evaluation of controlled results with baseline methods 

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed C-ECMS, a 
comparative study is conducted under five standard driving cycles to 
evaluate the vehicle performance, including fuel economy, SoC sus-
taining accuracy, and battery capacity loss. The C-ECMS methods with 
two types of parameter settings for EF and AF are studied, i.e., 1) C- 
ECMS-U with a unified setting (determined in 5.2) and 2) C-ECMS-I with 
independent parameter settings optimized for each cycle. The Rule- 
based control strategy, the standard ECMS and an offline DP computa-
tion are used as the baseline methods. Detailed settings for C-ECMS 
methods and baseline methods are illustrated in Table 3. Since the 
PHEV’s operation in charging-depleting (CD) stages is similar to the 
pure EV, this paper mainly focuses on the charging-sustaining (CS) stage 
with an initial battery SoC of 0.3. 

The vehicle performances under all five studied driving cycles are 
compared in Table 4. The error of the SoC sustaining error (%), the fuel 
economy (L/100 km), and the battery capacity loss (Ah/100 km) of the 
PHEV are compared, and the relative improvements achieved by C- 
ECMS-U and C-ECMS-I are calculated. 

In general, the proposed C-ECMS achieves significant improvements 
in SoC sustaining accuracy, fuel economy, and battery capacity loss 
mitigation compared to the RB method. On average, the C-ECMS-I leads 
to an SoC sustaining error of 0.4%, reduces fuel consumption by 8.4%, 
and battery capacity loss by 10.4%, compared to the standard ECMS 
method. Although the improvement in battery sustaining accuracy is not 
significant when compared with the standard ECMS in high-speed 
driving conditions (the Artemis Motorway 130 cycle and the RTS95 
cycle), the C-ECMS-I still can reduce up to 7.1% fuel consumption and 
16.7% battery capacity loss, e.g., under the Artemis urban cycles. This is 
because the proposed mechanism is capable of balancing long-term and 

short-term goals if the parameters are well-tuned. 
The DP results demonstrated the powertrain’s theoretical optimal 

performance with the assumption that all road information was known 
beforehand. From the results summarized in Table 4, the PHEV 
controlled by the proposed C-ECMS-I is the closest to the benchmark 
results achieved by DP, followed by the C-ECMS-U. Both C-ECMS 
methods have gained many improvements over the rule-based method 
and the standard ECMS method. 

Additionally, the results demonstrate that the proposed C-ECMS-U 
with the unified setting adapts well to most driving cycles and out-
performs the rule-based method and the standard ECMS. While in some 
cases, the C-ECMS-U may fall short in achieving the best SoC (State of 
Charge) sustaining accuracy compared to the standard ECMS, this sac-
rifice is deemed acceptable in most driving cycles, as it aligns with the 
SAE standard. 

For enhanced PHEV (Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle) performance, 
optimizing the EF (Engine Factor) and AF (Acceleration Factor) settings 
based on individual cycle characteristics proves crucial. This is precisely 
why the C-ECMS-I method consistently outperforms other approaches, 
utilizing dedicated EF and AF settings. 

5.4. Processor-in-the-loop (PiL) validation 

The PiL testing platform used for control function verification is 
illustrated in Fig. 8. The PiL platform is based on ETAS LABCAR, a real- 
time computer with CAN interfaces and multiple I/Os. The vehicle 
model was downloaded from a host PC to the LABCAR through an 
Ethernet connection. The host PC is set based on a Windows 10 64-bit 
system with a CPU of 11th Gen Intel Core i7-11850H @ 2.50GHz, 16 
GB RAM, and a graphic processor of NVIDIA GeForce GTX 3070. The 
energy management algorithms were subsequently complied with C 
code and implemented in the LABCAR’s controller for real-time vali-
dation. The controller and the vehicle plant model were linked via CAN 
so that the LABCAR could emulate the CAN-based communication in the 
car. The data was exchanged in real time between the controller and the 
vehicle plant model in the PiL test, and a data file was recorded for 
vehicle performance evaluation. During the real-time control, the 
maximum memory used by the control algorithm is 78 kb, and the 
control calculation requires 0.06 s for each time step of 1 s. 

The PiL results of the PHEV controlled by the RB method, standard 
ECMS, and C-ECMS under the WLTP3 cycle are compared with DP off-
line simulation results in Fig. 9. The C-ECMS implements an EF and AF 
setting that is optimized for WLTP3 cycle. All four approaches control 
the final SoC close to the target sustaining level as illustrated in Fig. 9 
(b). Fig. 9 (c) demonstrates that the C-ECMS can significantly improve 
the fuel economy by achieving less fuel consumption per 100 km with a 
value of 3.880 L/100km, which is closed to the DP results (3.840 
L/100km), and it is 15.5% less than RB methods (4.592 L/100km) and 
13.9% (4.506 L/100km) less than conventional ECMS. Fig. 9(e) and (f) 
show that the C-ECMS allocates MG2 with lower torque commands in 
the high-speed idle areas and attributes higher torque compensations to 
the ICE than the other baseline methods. Fig. 9(d) shows that the pro-
posed C-ECMS can reduce battery capacity loss by 21.5% and 22.9% 
compared to the RB method and standard ECMS, respectively. From 
Fig. 9, the powertrain controlled by C-ECMS exhibits a different SoC 
trend, with a discharge-before-charge pattern compared to the conven-
tional method at the time of the 1500s, 3250 s, and 5000 s. This is 
because the C-ECMS has a better sense of control to prevent battery 
degradation. Remaining discharging the battery to drive MG2 during 
these periods will help mitigate battery capacity degradation compared 
to frequently charging and discharging. This resulted in lower battery 
capacity loss with the proposed C-ECMS compared to other methods as 
illustrated in Fig. 9(d). 

Fig. 7. The EF and AF distribution of Pareto frontiers for five cycles.  
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6. Conclusion 

This paper proposes a Cuboid Equivalent Consumption Minimization 
Strategy (C-ECMS) for multimode PHEVs. Experiments under five 
driving cycles are conducted to study 1) the impact of Hamiltonian 
matrix dimensions on SoC control accuracy and 2) the impact of EF and 
AF settings on the Pareto Frontier considering fuel economy, SoC ac-
curacy, and battery aging. The C-ECMS-U with a unified setting obtained 
by the numerical analysis and the C-ECMS-I with independent settings 
from Pareto frontier analysis of cycles are compared with the rule-based 
strategy and the standard ECMS implemented in the same PHEV. The 
conclusions drawn from the investigation are as follows.  

1) The orthogonal experiment on the numbers of elements in the 
Hamiltonian matrix indicates that the Hamiltonian matrix with a size 

of 30-by-30 is the best when considering SoC sustaining accuracy and 
computational effort. 

2) Based on 5 × 5600 groups of individual testing with different com-
binations of AF and EF, the unified AF and EF settings are obtained 
using Pareto Frontier analysis. It is suggested that the studied PHEV 
can be adapted to most driving conditions with the unified setting 
fixed for real-time control.  

3) By introducing the aging factor (AF), the C-ECMS-U using the unified 
setting is adaptive to most driving cycles and performs better than 
the rule-based method and the standard ECMS. The C-ECMS-U per-
forms accordingly to the driving cycles. Specifically in the Artemis 
Urban cycle, up to 7.1% of the fuel consumption can be saved and 
16.7% of the battery capacity loss can be mitigated from the standard 
ECMS method. 

Table 3 
Parameter settings for comparative methods.  

Control Strategy Working status Working conditions Setup 

Initial SoC Discretization EF and AF 

Rule-based Hybrid mode switching CS 0.3 None None 
Standard ECMS Power distribution MG1, ICE CS 0.3 m = 30 Only EF considered 
C-ECMS-U Power distribution MG1, MG2, ICE CS 0.3 n = m = 30 Unified parameters 
C-ECMS-I Power distribution MG1, MG2, ICE CS 0.3 n = m = 30 Independent parameters 
Dynamic programming Offline optimal calculation CS 0.3 n = m = 30 None  

Table 4 
Comparison of C-ECMS with baseline methods.*  

Driving cycle Methods SoC 
error 

Fuel 
economy 
(L/100km) 

Fuel consumption reduction of the 
standard ECMS 

Battery capacity 
loss 
(10− 5Ah/100km) 

Battery capacity loss reduction of the 
standard ECMS 

WLTP3 Rule- 
based 

6.3% 4.608 – 10.122 – 

ECMS 2.1% 4.508 – 10.298 – 
C-ECMS- 
U 

2.3% 4.535 − 0.6% 7.130 30.8% 

C-ECMS-I 0.3% 3.860 12.0% 7.959 22.7% 
DP 0.0% 3.840 – 7.779 – 

Artemis Urban Rule- 
based 

1.0% 4.493 – 21.513 – 

ECMS 0.6% 4.570 – 19.265 – 
C-ECMS- 
U 

1.4% 4.245 7.1% 16.042 16.7% 

C-ECMS-I 0.6% 4.215 7.8% 16.039 16.7% 
DP 0.0% 4.206 – 15.983 – 

Artemis Rural Road Rule- 
based 

6.3% 4.503 – 10.988 – 

ECMS 0.0% 4.173 – 11.065 – 
C-ECMS- 
U 

7.5% 4.147 0.6% 9.440 14.7% 

C-ECMS-I 0.5% 3.804 8.8% 9.504 14.1% 
DP 0.0% 3.708 – 9.487 – 

Artemis Motorway 
130 

Rule- 
based 

2.8% 5.267 – 6.728 – 

ECMS 1.6% 5.168 – 6.083 – 
C-ECMS- 
U 

1.0% 4.920 4.8% 6.582 − 8.2% 

C-ECMS-I 0.3% 4.927 4.7% 6.474 − 6.4% 
DP 0.0% 4.905 – 4.213 – 

RTS95 Rule- 
based 

3.3% 5.814 – 12.378 – 

ECMS 0.2% 5.621 – 11.903 – 
C-ECMS- 
U 

0.4% 5.128 8.8% 11.210 5.8% 

C-ECMS-I 0.5% 5.137 8.6% 11.344 4.7% 
DP 0.0% 5.082 – 10.093 – 

Average values of 
C-ECMS-I** 

0.4% – 8.4% – 10.4%  

* The values are calculated based on the results of the standard ECMS. 
** Average value is calculated based on the five driving cycles. 
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Fig. 8. The PiL test platform.  

Fig. 9. Comparison of PHEV’s performances based on three control strategy and DP offline simulation. (a) Test driving cycle. (b) SoC variations. (c) Fuel economies 
of the PHEV. (d) Battery capacity losses. (e) Torque generated by MG2. (f) Torque generated by ICE. 
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4) The C-CEMS-I can control both motors’ actions based on the 
Hamiltonian matrices and achieves the best performance in terms of 
SoC sustaining accuracy, fuel economy, and battery capacity loss 
compared to the RB method and the standard ECMS. On average, it 
conducts an SoC sustaining error of 0.4%, fuel consumption by 8.4%, 
and battery capacity loss by 10.4%, compared to the standard ECMS 
method. 
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